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Abstract
Parallel and cross-flow with both fluids unmixed, direct transfer type heat exchangers
are modeled utilizing a thermal network consisting of nodes and resistors. A commercially
available software package, Thermonet, calculates the transient outlet temperatures for a steady-
state model introduced to a sudden change (step input) in inlet temperature of the Cmin fluid
stream. Both models are validated against analytical solutions provided in literature. Solutions
are verified to within a maximum percent mean difference of 4 % of analytical solutions for
parallel-flow, and 8 % of analytical solutions for cross-flow heat exchangers. Tables are
generated which provide new dimensionless transient outlet temperature effectiveness values for
parallel and cross-flow with both fluids unmixed, heat exchangers. The parallel-flow
temperature responses are presented in graphical form for the specific parameters: NTU equal to
0.5, 1.0, and 3.0;
C*
equal to 0.2, 0.6, and 1.0;
R*
equal to 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0;
Cw*
equal to 1.0,
10.0, and 1000.0; and td equal to 0.25, 1.0, and 4.0. The cross-flow temperature responses are
presented in graphical form for the same parameters listed above except NTU is equal to 1.0.
Discussion regarding the dimensionless
parameters'
effects on the transient response of the heat
exchanger is provided. The transient performance tables provide a quick reference for transient
outlet temperature solutions required for practical industrial heat exchanger analysis.
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A heat transfer area,
m2
Cp specific heat at constant pressure, J/(kg K)
C fluid heat capacity rate, Wcp or rhcp , J/(s K)
C fluid stream heat capacitance, Mcp , J/K
C* dimensionless heat capacity rate, Cmjn/Cmax
Cw wall heat capacitance, (Mcp)w , J/K
Cw dimensionless wall heat capacitance, (Mcp)w/(Mcp)mui
energy per unit time, J/s or Watts




k thermal conductivity, W/(m K)
L heat exchanger length, m
m mass flow rate of the fluid stream, kg/s
M mass of fluid or wall material in the heat exchanger, kg
NTU dimensionless number ofheat transfer units, UAJCm\n
q heat transfer rate, J/s orWatts
R dimensionless thermal resistance ratio, (hA),^^]^),,,!,,
T temperature, K orC
T(0) Steady state outlet temperature before transient input has been applied, K orC
T(t) Outlet temperature at time t, K orC
T(oo) New steady state outlet temp, after transient input has been applied, K orC
thk thickness, m
t time, starting with zero at beginning of the step change, s
t* dimensionless time, t/td5min
tj dwell time, the time required for a fluid particle to pass through the heat exchanger, s
tj* dimensionless dwell time, t^min/tdjinax
tdmin dwell time ofCmjn fluid, s
tdmax dwell time ofCmax fluid, s
U overall heat transfer coefficient, W/(m K)
V fluid velocity, m/s
V volumetric flowrate, m /min
wdth heat exchanger width, m
W mass flow rate of the fluid stream, kg/s
X* dimensionless distance, x/L




8 dimensionless steady-state effectiveness




0 at the beginning of the transient change
l,a fluidwith stepped change in its inlet temperature, stepped fluid
2,b fluid with no change (unstepped) in its inlet temperature, unstepped fluid




min minimum heat capacity rate fluid







The intent of this thesis is to develop and validate simplified thermal network models for
both parallel and cross-flow direct transfer type heat exchangers. Then provide easy to use
transient performance effectiveness tables which cover a wide range of dimensionless heat
exchanger design parameters.
Knowledge regarding the transient performance of heat exchangers is important for
process engineers and heat exchanger design engineers. Process engineers are interested in
transient response to reduce cycle time between product changes, reduce start-up time, and for
process control. This knowledge assists the heat exchanger design engineer when analyzing
internal stresses, in optimizing the heat exchanger geometry, and in reducing the cost to
manufacture new heat exchangers.
Three common types of transient temperature inputs exist. They are the step input,
frequency input, and the impulse input. Figure 1 . 1 shows a step input which is a sudden change
in inlet temperature or flow rate to a new, constant value.










The frequency input, shown in figure 1 .2, is a periodically varying change in inlet temperature
or flow rate.
Figure 1 .3 shows an impulse input which is a change in inlet temperature or flow rate of infinite
amplitude, but infinitesimal duration.
A common transient disturbance associated with heat exchangers is the step input at the heat
exchanger inlet. Therefore the present work will focus on providing transient outlet temperature
solutions which occur due to a step input at the inlet of both parallel and cross-flow direct
transfer type heat exchangers.
A heat exchanger is a device which transfers internal thermal energy between two or
more fluids at different temperatures. The type of exchangers selected for this thesis are
commonly utilized in manufacturing industries. The selected exchangers are parallel and cross-
flow single-pass, direct transfer type heat exchangers. Parallel-flow refers to both fluids flowing
in the same direction through the heat exchanger. Cross-flow means the two fluids are flowing
perpendicular to each other. Single-pass indicates the fluids cross paths only once within the
heat exchanger. Finally, direct transfer type means the two fluids are separated by a thin wall
through which heat transfer occurs. There are no moving parts in the heat exchanger. Both
fluids flow simultaneously with no mixing between the two fluids. Figure 1.4 shows a typical
parallel-flow single-pass, direct transfer type heat exchanger.





A typical cross-flow single-pass, direct transfer type heat exchanger is shown in figure 1 .5.
Figure 1.5: Direct Transfer Cross-FlowHeat Exchanger









For cross-flow heat exchangers, individual fluid streams are considered either mixed or unmixed.
The cross-flow heat exchanger model in this thesis is for both fluids unmixed. That means the
internal partitions prevent fluid motion in a direction transverse to the main flow direction for
each individual fluid stream.
Typical steady state operating conditions before and after a step change in the hot fluid
inlet temperature are shown in figure 1 .6 for a parallel-flow heat exchanger.
Figure 1.6: Steady-state Operating Conditions before and after a step change
in hot fluid inlet temperature - Parallel-Flow
Initial steady-state operationg conditions








The typical inlet and outlet temperature distribution for a cross-flow heat exchanger is shown in
figure 1.7.








Typical steady state operating conditions before and after a step change in the hot fluid inlet
temperature are shown in figure 1 .8 for a cross-flow heat exchanger.
Figure 1.8: Steady-state Operating Conditions before and after a step change
in hot fluid inlet temperature - Cross-Flow
Initial steady-state operationg conditions










It is apparent from figure 1.6 that there will be two distinct fluid outlet temperatures for the
parallel-flow heat exchanger. The cross-flow heat exchanger will have varying outlet
temperatures for each fluid depending upon the location chosen across the flow direction. The
typical technique for handling this variance is to average each fluids outlet temperatures to
provide two distinct mean outlet temperatures.
The transient condition analyzed is described as follows. A heat exchanger system
initially at steady state conditions is suddenly introduced to a transient in the form of a step
input. A step input is a sudden change in either the inlet temperature or flowrate of one of the
fluids to a new, constant value. The transient analysis begins with the step input and ends once
the system reaches the new steady state conditons.
The parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers described above were modeled using a
thermal network scheme. A thermal network is comprised of nodes and resistors connected in
combinations to represent the heat exchangers fluids and thermal resistances. Specifically, nodes
represent the fluids and separating wall, and resistors represent the fluid flow capacitance and
convective resistances. The network was analyzed using a finite difference solution technique on
a commercially available thermal network solver, Thermonet - TransHX.
The basic governing equations for parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers described by
Shah (1981), were reduced to dimensionless parameters typical for heat exchanger design. The
dimensionless parameters utilized include NTU, C , R ,
C*
, td , and t . Tables were generated
which provide dimensionless transient outlet temperature effectiveness values (8j , and s2 ) for
parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers covering a wide range of dimensionless input
parameters. The individual fluid temperature effectiveness, ei, , and s2 are solutions that
indicate heat exchanger performance. The temperature effectiveness values range from 0 to 1.
Zero is the initial steady-state dimensionless temperature, and 1 is the steady-state dimensionless
temperature after the step input has been applied. The tables generated provide a quick reference
for transient outlet temperature solutions.
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2Theoretical Background
The purpose of this section is to state the assumptions, show the governing differential
equations describing the transient behaviour of heat exchangers, state the initial and boundary
conditions, list the dimensionless parameters utilized to describe parallel and cross-flow heat
exchangers, and give a feel for the complexities associated with analytical solutions for transient
heat exchanger performance. The following idealizations presented by Shah (1981) are utilized
in deriving the governing differential equations.
1 . The temperatures of both fluids and the wall are functions of time and position
(one dimension for parallel-flow heat exchangers, two dimensions for cross-flow
heat exchangers).
2. Heat transfer between the exchanger and the surroundings is negligible. There
are no thermal energy sources within the exchanger.
3. The mass flow rates of both fluids, although may be different, do not vary with
time. The fluids are uniformly distributed along the flow passages.
4. The velocity and temperature of each fluid at the inlet are uniform over the flow
cross section and are constant with time except for the imposed step change.
5. The convective heat transfer coefficient on each side, and the thermal properties
of both fluids and the wall are constant, independent of temperature, time and
position.
6. Longitudinal heat conduction within the fluids and wall as well as the transverse
conduction within the fluid is neglected.
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7. The heat transfer surface area on each fluid side is uniformly distributed.
8. Either the wall thermal resistance and fouling resistances are negligible or they
are lumped with convective thermal resistances on hot and cold sides.
9. The thermal capacitance of the heat exchanger shell is considered negligible
relative to that of the heat transfer surface.
An energy balance, utilizing equation 2. 1 , applied to incremental control volumes for the
(2.1)
hot fluid, cold fluid, and separating wall shown in figure 2.1 results in the following simplified
P P = P'-'in '-'out ^stored









differential equations similar to counter-flow differential equations simplified by Shah (1981):
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Hot fluid differential equation:
Ch^f +Chz|^- + (n0hA)h(Th-Tw) = 0 (2.2)
Cold fluid differential equation:
Cc^f +Ccz|i + (n0hA)c(Tc-Tw)=,0 (2.3)
Wall differential equation:
Cw^-(Tl0hA)h(Th-Tw) + (TlohA)c(Tw-Tc) = 0 (2.4)
where
Cw = Mwcp w =Wall heatcapacitance (2.5)
Ch = Mhcp h = Hot fluid heatcapacitance (2.6)
Cc = Mccp c = Cold fluidheatcapacitance (2.7)
Ch = mhcp ,h - Hot fluidheat capacity rate (2.8)
Cc = mccp c = Cold fluidheatcapacity rate (2.9)
and other terms are defined in the nomenclature.
The initial conditions for the fluids and wall are obtained from the steady-state
temperatures before the step input. The boundary conditions are the inlet temperature change of
the stepped fluid to it's new value and the constant inlet temperature of the unstepped fluid.
It is apparent from the differential equations that the dependent fluid and wall
temperatures are functions of eleven independent variables and parameters:
Th = f[x,\i,Tci,Ch,Cc,(TiohA)h,(TlohA)c,FlowArrangement,t,Cw,Ch,Cc] (2.10a)
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Tc = g[x,Thi,Tci,Ch,Cc,(r|0hA)h,(ri0hA)c,FlowArrangement,t,Cw,Ch,Cc] (2.10b)
Tw-h[x,\i,TC;i,Ch,Cc,(TlohA)h,(TlohA)c,FlowArrangement,t,Cw,Ch,Cc] (2.10c)
Dimensionless parameters have been formulated from the differential equations to provide
steady-state and transient dimensionless groups for ease in separating the parameters for either
analysis. Selection was also based on typical variables associated with heat exchanger design.
The dimensionless parameters are defined as follows:
T*: T = ^- = dimensionless temperature response (2.11)
T(oo)-T(0)
t :
i = = dimensionless flow length variable
JL;
UA
















Cw ==^-= wall capacitance ratio (2.16)
Cmin
*
= ii5L s dwell time ratio (2.17)
t = = dimensionless time variable (2.18)
td,min
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The dimensionless parameters reduce the independent variables from eleven to seven.
Th*
= f[x\NTU, C*,t\R\c;,t;] (2.19a)
Tc*
= g[x\NTU, C*,t*,R*,C;,t;] (2.19b)
Interest only in the transient outlet temperature response of each fluid further simplifies the
analysis by eliminating X which equals 0 or 1 at either end of the heat exchanger.
Cima and London (1958) proposed another designation for the dependent dimensionless
variables which is utilized in this work to reduce confusion between T and T. Instead of using






Subscripts f, 1 and f, 2 refer to the stepped and unstepped fluids, respectively. All temperatures
in equations 2.20 and 2.21 are outlet temperatures. T] (t) is the outlet temperature for the stepped
fluid at any specified time t during the transient response to a step input. Tx (0) is the steady
state outlet temperature for the stepped fluid before the transient input has been applied to the
heat exchanger. T! (o) is the new steady state outlet temperature for the stepped fluid after the
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transient input has been applied. Subscripts 1 and 2 as described above refer to the stepped and
unstepped fluids, respectively.
Finally, the independent dimensionless parameters are reduced to the six parameters
shown in equations 2.22a and 2.22b.
8 f f[NTU, C*, t* ,R*,C; , t*d ] (2.22a)
ef]2*=g[NTU, C*,t*,R*,c;,t;] (2.22b)
Transient analysis of cross-flow heat exchangers is more difficult compared to parallel-
flow heat exchangers because the temperature is a function of time and two position variables (x
and z). Fortunately, all of the dimensionless parameters derived for parallel-flow heat
exchangers are applicable for cross-flow heat exchangers.
Further reduction of the dimensionless parameters is typically performed for reducing
the complexity of the analytical solution for specific cases of interest. These further reductions
limit the ability to provide transient solutions for a wide range of dimensionless parameters. The
numerical solution technique employed in this thesis provides for transient performance
solutions which cover a wide range of dimensionless parameters.
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Literature Review
Two comprehensive literature reviews regarding the transient performance of heat
exchangers exist. Literature was reviewed up to 1981 by Shah (1981). Bunce and Kandlikar
(1995) reviewed literature up to 1995. It was noted by Bunce and Kandlikar (1995) that several
complex analytical solutions are presented in a difficult to utilize format.
3.1 PARALLEL-FLOW
Solutions for parallel-flow configurations are summarized in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Available Solutions for parallel-flow configurations
Restrictions SolutionMethod Reference
Dwell time of fluids are equal or both fluids
are gases
Analytical Romie (1985)
Thermal capacitance of the core is assumed
to be negligible compared to the thermal
capacitance of the stepped fluid.
Analytical Li (1986)
Both fluids must be gases. Analytical Gvozdenac(1987)
Romie (1985) presents analytical solutions utilizing four dimensionless parameters 9, E,
R, and NTU. Several graphical solutions are presented for specific dimensionless groups. Both
fluids are restricted to equal velocities or both fluids are gases. This analytical technique
requires the integration of Bessel functions. The thermal capacitance of the core is assumed
negligible compared to the thermal capacitance of the stepped fluid.
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Li (1986) presents an analytical solution technique which is valid for liquid to liquid and
liquid to gas heat exchangers where the stepped fluid is the liquid. The fluid velocities can be
different. The technique utilizes the Laplace transform and requires the integration of Bessel
functions.
Gvozdenac (1987) presents solutions where both fluids are gases, the thermal capacities
of the two fluids are negligible relative to the thermal capacity of the heat exchanger core, and it
is valid for any type of input temperature change (sinusoidal, exponential, step function, etc.).
3.2 CROSS-FLOW
Table 3.2 summarizes the available literature and solution techniques for cross-flow heat
exchangers.
Table 3.2: Available Solutions for Cross-Flow Configurations
Restrictions SolutionMethod Reference
Finite Difference Dusinberre (1959)




Analytical Myers etal. (1967)















Analytical Chen, Chen (1991)
Both fluids gases
Both fluids unmixed
Analytical Chen, Chen (1992)
Both fluids unmixed Analytical Spiga, Spiga (1992)
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Dusinberre (1959) presented the first paper to obtain the transient performance of gas-to
gas cross-flow heat exchangers with both fluids unmixed. He utilized a finite difference
technique. Solutions were not verified with any other source.
Myers et al. (1967) determined the transient behavior of gas-to-gas cross-flow heat
exchangers with the stepped, hot fluid mixed. Response to this step change was found utilizing a
complex analytical approach which involves the integration of Bessel functions. All solutions
were found for the case where the wall capacitance Cw was considered large. Graphical
solutions are presented showing a 90 % response time for the mean outlet temperatures.
Yamashita et al. (1978) calculated the transient outlet temperature response with neither
fluid mixed and no limit regarding the wall capacitance size for a step change in inlet
temperature utilizing finite difference techniques. Effects of the governing parameters tj ,
1 / C^, , R , NTU, and C were illustrated graphically by varying each parameter with the other
values fixed to be unity.
Romie (1983) applied a Laplace transform technique to gas-to-gas cross-flow heat
exchangers. Graphical solutions were presented for single-pass exchangers with neither gas
mixed. A unit step increase was applied to the entrance temperature of either gas. Exit mean
temperature solutions are given in graphical form for the following range of dimensionless
parameters: NTU (1-8), E (0.6-1.67), and R (0.5-2.0).
Gvozdenac (1986) provided analytical solutions for gas-to-gas, large wall capacitance,
single-pass cross-flow heat exchangers with both fluids unmixed. Solutions are presented
graphically for arbitrary time varying initial and inlet temperatures.
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capabilities for the fluids to be gases or liquids, and a finite wall heat capacity to be utilized.
Results are valid for arbitrary time varying initial and inlet temperatures.
Chen and Chen (1991, 1992) simplified the implementation of the Spiga and Spiga
(1987, 1988) work by proposing straight forward fortran computer code techniques that decrease
computer time. Chen and Chen (1991) analyzed gas-to-gas cross-flow heat exchangers with
neither gas mixed and provide graphical output.
Spiga and Spiga (1992) propose an exact analytical solution for a step change in the inlet
temperature of the hot fluid. Both fluids are unmixed gases or liquids. Finite wall capacitance is
utilized.
The literature review shows solutions exist for the transient outlet temperature response
of a heat exchanger to a step input on the inlet side of the heat exchanger given specific
restrictions. All of the parallel-flow solutions are analytical. Two of the cross-flow solutions
utilize finite difference techniques while the remaining eight utilize analytical solution
techniques. The finite difference techniques are not as accurate as the analytical solutions,
however finite difference solutions can cover a wider range of independent parameters. All of
the available solutions are restricted to a narrow range of dimensionless parameters. These
restrictions make it difficult to provide reference tables which cover a wide range of heat
exchanger design or process conditions.
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4Application ofThermal Network Solver
This analysis deals with parallel-flow and cross-flow direct-transfer type heat
exchangers. These heat exchangers consist of two independent flowing fluids separated by a
fixed, very thin material or wall. The entering fluids are at different temperatures resulting in
heat transfer from the higher temperature fluid to the lower temperature fluid. Fluid flow rates
are constant. The parallel-flow heat exchanger fluids enter the exchanger on the same side, flow
in the same direction, and exit the exchanger on the opposite side from where they entered. The
fluids flow perpendicular to each other in the cross-flow heat exchanger. This application
consists of both fluids and the heat exchanger initially at steady-state conditions. Steady-state
conditions indicate the exchanger and fluid temperatures do not change with time. The
minimum capacity rate fluid stream temperature is instantaneously increased to a new, constant
value. This inlet step temperature change causes the entire system to change temperature over
time until it reaches new steady-state conditions. The response of interest to the process
engineer is the transient outlet temperature response of each fluid to this step input change.
Thermal network models were developed to represent parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers.
Nodes represent the fluids or wall regions in the heat exchanger, and resistors are utilized to
represent heat transfer resistance. These models were set-up in Thermonet - a commercially
available thermal network software package which was utilized to calculate the transient outlet
temperature responses for this application. Solutions were obtained for the following
dimensionless parameters: NTU, C , R , Cw , td , and t .
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4.1 PARALLEL-FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS
Simplified 10 and 20 segment direct-transfer parallel-flow heat exchanger cross-sections are
shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.3, respectively. This simplified model utilizes nodes (dots) to
symbolize the fluids and separating wall in the heat exchanger. Each node represents a specific
volume of fluid or wall region represented by the "boxed" region surrounding each node. Both
fluids enter the exchanger on the same side, flow parallel to each other, and exit the same but
opposite side from the inlet. Equivalent thermal network node-resistor models are generated
from the simplified cross-sections as shown directly below each cross-section in figures 4.2 and
4.4, respectively.
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Figure 4.1: Direct Transfer Parallel-flowHeat Exchanger Cross Section
(10 SegmentModel SchematicDiagram)
Fluid a (Stepped Fluid)
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Fluid b (Unstepped Fluid)
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100 - Fluid a nodes
200 - Fluid b nodes
300 -Wall nodes




Fluid a (Stepped Fluid)
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Fluid b (Unstepped Fluid)
Resistors:
100 - Fluid a Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
200 - Fluid b Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
300 - Fluid a Convective Resistance 1/hA
400 - Fluid b Convective Resistance 1/hA
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Figure 4.3: Direct Transfer Parallel-FlowHeatExchanger Cross Section
(20 SegmentModel SchematicDiagram)
Fluid a (Stepped Fluid) [
f '
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^ l
Flui
201 202 203 204 205 206 207 , 208 \ 219 220 2
d b (Unstepped Fluid) J
Nodes:
100 - Fluid a nodes
200 - Fluid b nodes
300 -Wall nodes
Figure 4.4: Direct Transfer Parallel-Flow Heat Exchanger Cross Section
Thermal Network Model
No Wall Thermal Resistance
(20 Segment Thermal NetworkModel)
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Resistors:
100 - Fluid a Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
200 - Fluid b Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
300 - Fluid a Convective Resistance 1/hA
400 - Fluid b Convective Resistance 1/hA
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Heat transfer resistances are added to the simplified models. Fluid nodes are separated by fluid
flow resistors (l/[mass flow rate times specific heat]), and convective resistance between the
fluid node and wall node. Fluid flow resistors emerge from an energy balance as shown in figure
4.5 and the derivation below:





F F +F = F
L/in -"-"out ^generated ^ stored (4.1)
where Egenerated = 0
=>
qn+1



















The stepped fluid is represented by nodes numbered in the one hundreds, the unstepped fluid by
nodes numbered in the two hundreds, and the wall by nodes numbered in the three hundreds.
The outlet temperature node for the stepped fluid is numbered one, and the unstepped fluid is
numbered 2. This allows for quick recognition during modeling, and also for ease of expansion
to larger segment models. A 10 segment model indicates the heat exchanger has been divided
into 10 specific regions in the direction of fluid flow. The 20 segment model indicates a division
into 20 regions. Increased segment models typically lead to more accurate outlet temperature
calculations coupled with increased computer run time. Thermal wall resistance perpendicular to
the fluid flow direction was excluded from this model because of the style heat exchangers being
analyzed. The separating wall between the two fluids is extremely thin. Therefore wall thermal
resistance perpendicular to the flow direction is considered negligible. Thermal resistance in the
separating wall in the flow direction is considered infinite because the separating wall is
extremely thin. The relative heat conduction in the flow direction is negligible relative to the
heat transfer perpendicular to the flow direction. The optimal time step and number of segments
required for maintaining accuracy and minimize computer run time was determined by Bunce
(1995). These values limited the error to less than 1 percent. ForNTU < 2, a 10 segment model
was required. For 2 <NTU < 10, a 20 segment model was sufficient. A timestep input required
for Thermonet ofhalf the dwell time of the fastest flowing fluid was determined sufficient for all
cases by Bunce (1995).
This technique models the parallel-flow heat exchanger utilizing nodes and resistors which
are solved by Thermonet a thermal network solver. Thermonet can solve steady-state and
transient heat transfer problems. The heat transfer system is represented as a thermal network
using the following electrical analogy:
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Heat flow rate, Q => Current, I
Temperature difference, AT => Voltage, V and
Thermal resistance, R => Electrical resistance, R.
A backward-difference scheme is employed to provide an unconditionally stable solver for
steady-state and transient problems. The term unconditionally stable means the solution remains
stable for all space and time intervals. Thermonet can handle variable thermal conductivity,
variable convection heat transfer coefficients, radiation and fluid streams. It has an easy-to-use
interactive windows front end. The basic equations employed are described in Incropera and De
Witt (pages 221 222).
Individual fluid temperature effectiveness values 8] , and e2 were generated utilizing
dimensionless parameters set-up in a spreadsheet to generate resistor and node values to be used
by Thermonet. Thermonet utilizes the resistor data and initial fluid inlet temperatures to
calculate the initial steady-state temperature distribution of the heat exchanger. This steady-state
data is then transferred to the spreadsheet for use in the node data table. The node data table
contains node volume and initial steady state temperature information for each node in the
model. The node table is transferred to Thermonet. Thermonet utilizes both the resistor and
node table data to calculate the transient outlet temperature response of both fluids to a step input
change for the Cmin fluid. The transient outlet temperature response was transferred to the
spreadsheet and Sj*, and were calculated for appropriate t values. Values oft were selected
to include the full s
*
range from 0 to 1 for the wide range of input dimensionless parameters.
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4.2 CROSS-FLOWHEAT EXCHANGERS
A simplified 4x4 segment single pass direct-transfer cross-flow heat exchanger is shown in
Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Direct Transfer Cross-FlowHeat Exchanger











The two fluids are unmixed, separated by a wall, and flow perpendicular to each other. Each
node represents a specific volume of fluid orwall region. Equivalent thermal network node-
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resistor models are shown for a 3 x 3, 6 x 6, and 10 x 10 segment models in figures 4.7, 4.8 and
4.9, respectively.
Figure 4.7: Direct Transfer Cross-FlowHeat Exchanger
Thermal NetworkModel
Single Pass/Both Fluids Unmixed
(3x3 SegmentModel)
Fluid a (Stepped Fluid)
\
Fluid b (Unstepped Fluid)
100 - Fluid a FlowCapacitance 1/mCp
200 - Fluid b FlowCapacitance 1/mCp
300 - Fluid a Convective Resistance 1/hA
400 - Fluid b Convective Resistance 1/hA
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Figure 4.8: Direct Transfer Cross-FlowHeat Exchanger
Thermal NetworkModel
Single Pass/Both Fluids Unmixed
(6x6 SegmentModel)
Fluid a (Stepped Fluid)
\
Fluid b (Unstepped Fluid)
100 - Fluid a Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
200- Fluid b Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
300 - Fluid a Convective Resistance 1/hA
400 - Fluid b ConvectiveResistance 1/hA
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Figure 4.9: Direct Transfer Cross-FlowHeat Exchanger
Thermal NetworkModel
Single Pass/Both Fluids Unmixed
(10 x 10 SegmentModel)
Fluid a (Stepped Fluid)
\
Fluid b (Unstepped Fluid)
100 - Fluid a Flow Capacitance 1/mCp
200 - Fluid b FlowCapacitance 1/mCp
300 - Fluid a Convective Resistance 1/hA
400 - Fluid b ConvectiveResistance 1/hA
These equivalent thermal-network models are generated from equivalent simplified three
dimensional models similar to the one shown in figure 4.6. Fluid nodes are separated by fluid
flow resistors (l/[mass flow rate times specific heat]), and convective resistance between the
fluid node and wall node. Each individual fluid stream node is connected only in it's flow
direction. This makes each fluid unmixed. For a 3 x 3 segment model, it requires 9 nodes for
fluid a, 9 nodes for fluid b, 9 nodes for the wall (neglecting wall resistance), and 6 nodes for the
outlet temperatures of fluids a and b. This gives a total of 33 nodes required for a 3 x 3 segment
model. A 3 segment parallel-flow model requires only 1 1 nodes. A 6 x 6 segment model
requires 120 nodes versus 20 for a 6 segment parallel-flow model. A 10 x 10 segment model
31
requires 320 nodes versus 32 for a 10 segment parallel-flow model. The current Thermonet
software package utilized for this analysis is limited to 1000 node models which restricts the
total number of segments to 17 x 17 requiring 901 nodes. Thermal wall resistance was excluded
from this model.
The optimal number of segments required for maintaining accuracy and minimizing computer
run time was determined by comparing steady state Thermonet runs to actual theoretical outlet
temperature values calculated by the effectiveness-NTU method. Comparison was performed for
the dimensionless parameter range listed in table 4.1:








10 0.5-2.0 0.2-1.0 0.5 - 2.0 1.0
Table 4.2 shows the percent deviation from actual for the range of parameters listed above and
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Computer run time increased anywhere from 2 to 14 times the total time for the 3 x 3 versus the
6x6 segment model. The 10 x 10 segment model took from 3 to 22 times longer compared to
the 6 x 6 model. Total computer run time was longer as NTU increased for each segment model.
ForNTU = 0.5, percent deviation from theoretical is less than 2 % for the 3 x 3, 6 x 6, and 10
x 10 segment models shown in Figure 4.10.



























Figure 4.10: Optimal Number of Segments for NTU = 0.5
For NTU = 1.0, percent deviation from theoretical is less than 1 % for the 6x6, and 10 x 10
segment models, and less than 2.2% for the 3 x 3 segment model shown in figure 4.1 1.
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Cw* = 1 0, C* = 0.2 - 1 .0, R* = 0.5 - 2.0, td* = 1 .0
2.5
Figure 4.1 1 : Optimal Number of Segments for NTU = 1 .0
ForNTU = 2.0, percent deviation from theoretical is less than 3.4 % for the 10x10 segment
model, less than 6.3 % for the 6x6 segment model, and less than 14.8% for the 3x3 segment

















Figure 4.12: Optimal Number of Segments for NTU = 2.0
Therefore, the 6x6 segment model is recommended for NTU < 1 .0 to achieve accuracy within
1% and minimize computer run time. For NTU < 2.0 the 10 x 10 segment model is
recommended to achieve accuracy within 3.4%. Following previous recommendations from
Bunce (1995) regarding the timestep, a timestep of half the dwell time of the fastest flowing
fluid was determined sufficient for all cases.
This technique models the cross-flow heat exchanger utilizing nodes and resistors which
are solved by Thermonet. The same method described for parallel-flow heat exchangers is
applied to cross-flow heat exchangers. Individual fluid temperature effectiveness values Ej , and
were generated utilizing dimensionless parameters for NTU
= 1.0 utilizing the 6 x 6 segment
model.
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Validation ofThermalNetwork Solver Accuracy
Thermonet results for transient performance of parallel-flow and cross-flow heat
exchangers were each validated against three separate papers found in the literature review.
Each paper solved for the transient solutions utilizing analytical techniques. Thermonet transient
results were compared to literature results by calculating the percent mean difference given by
equation 5.1.
% Mean Difference = Average difference between solutions over the time domain x 100
Total change in fluid outlet temperature from time t=0 to t=oo
(5.1)
5.1 PARALLEL-FLOW
Thermonet results for transient performance of parallel-flow heat exchangers were
validated for three separate cases as shown in Table 5.1.






































Analytical 5.5 - 5.6 1.74
0.81
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C = 0 cases by Myers (1967), and Rizika (1956) were validated by Bunce (1995). Myers
(1967) and Rizika (1956) modeled the Cmax = oo fluid as having a dwell time of zero. Bunce
(1995) modeled the Cmax = oo fluid in Thermonet as having a constant temperature, no flow.
Therefore, the Thermonet validations for
C*
= 0 are flow direction independent for the Cmin
fluid relative to the Cmax fluid. This makes those validations applicable to both parallel-flow and
counter-flow heat exchangers.
Percent mean difference between Thermonet solutions versus each case ranged from 0.23
0.65% (Romie, 1985), 1.84 - 3.18 % (Myers et al., 1967), and 0.81 1.74 % (Rizika, 1956).
Comparison to Romie (1985) and Myers et al. (1967) may vary more than actual from
Thermonet due to readability error of the graphical representation given in each paper. Bunce
(1995) calculated directly from Rizika's (1956) analytical expression in the Rizika (1956)
comparison. Figures 9-12 compare the transient performance given by Thermonet versus each
analytical solution. Each case modeled was for different, specific C , NTU, R , and Cw values.
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F gure 5.3: Bunce (1995) Comparison of Thermonet
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Figure 5.4: Bunce (1995) Comparison of Thermonet
solution to solution by Myers et al. (1967)
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C* = 0, NTU = 1.95, R* = 2.899, Cw* = .5809
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F:igure 5.5: Bunce (1995) Comparison of Thermonet
solution to solution by Rizika (1956)
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Figure 5.6: Bunce (1995) Comparison of Thermonet




Thermonet results for transient performance of cross-flow heat exchangers were
validated against three analytical solutions as shown in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Transient Performance Validation for Cross-Flow Heat Exchangers
Author Application Solution Comparison Stepped Fluid Unstepped Fluid




Chen, Cross-Flow Analytical 5.7 4.06 2.31




Spiga, Cross-Flow Analytical 5.9 3.37 1.73









Romie Cross-Flow Analytical 5.15 1.69 2.37
(1983) Both fluids 5.16
gases 5.17 4.58 4.91
Both fluids 5.18
unmixed 5.19 2.95 0.38
NTU: 1-8 5.20
E: 1.67 5.21 0.73 ~






The 6x6 segment thermal network model was utilized for all comparisons shown in Table 5.2.
This was chosen based on the accuracy and computer run time considerations forNTU =1.0
cases. Cross-flow heat exchanger validations ranged from 2.3 1 - 4.06 % (Chen, Chen/1992),
1.64 - 3.57 % (Spiga, Spiga/1987), and 0.73 7.95 % (Romie/1983) forNTU < 1.0. ForNTU
=
2.0, Spiga, Spiga (1987) versus Thermonet showed a% mean difference range from 15.97 to
16.88 %.



















C*=1.0, NTU =1.0, R*=1.0, Cw*=1
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Figure 5.7: Thermonet Versus Chen (1992) Validation
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Figure 5.8: Thermonet Versus Chen (1992) Validation
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Figure 5.9: Thermonet Versus Spiga (1987) Validation
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ire 5.10: Thermonet Versus Spiga (1987) Validation
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Figure 5.13: Thermonet Versus Spiga (1987) Validation
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Figure 5.14: Thermonet Versus Spiga (1987) Validation
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Figure 5.15: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.16: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.18: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.20: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.21: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.22: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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Figure 5.24: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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F igure 5.25: Thermonet Versus Romie (1983) Validation
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6.1 PARALLEL-FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS
Transient performance effectiveness tables were generated for a step input change to the
Cmin fluid for the range of dimensionless parameters listed in table 6.1.





NTU 0.5 1.0 3.0
C 0.2 0.6 1.0
*
R 0.5 1.0 2.0
*
c 1.0 10.0 1000.0
0.25 1.0 4.0
Transient temperature effectiveness values fa and s2 ) generated for parallel-flow heat
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6.2 CROSS-FLOW HEAT EXCHANGERS
Transient performance effectiveness tables were generated for a step input change to the
Cmm fhrid for the range ofdimensionless parameters listed in table 6.9.
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Transient temperature effectiveness values fa and e2 ) generated for cross-flow heat exchangers
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The number of transfer units (NTU) noticeably affects the range for C^, = 10 and C^,
= 1000. The t range decreases as the NTU value increases for a given C'w. It takes less time to






For NTU to increase, the mass flowrate, specific heat of the minimum capacity rate fluid, or both
must decrease. This translates to slower fluid velocities or lower fluid specific heats.
Conversely, the convection coefficients or surface areas must increase.
The ratio of the wall thermal capacitance to the fluid capacitance is defined by C^,. The
range increases as C^ increases. It will take longer to reach steady-state with increased wall
mass caused by either a higher density wall material, a thicker wall between the fluids, a higher
specific heatmaterial, or a combination of all three parameters. Equation 7.2 shows the practical
parameters affecting Cw .
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Cj>
- (McpI _ PwdlL(wdth)thkwallcpwall (y2)
Cmin (pcpAL) . (pcphgt(wdth)L) .
Conversely, an increased C^ could be caused by a less dense fluid, lower specific heat Cmin
fluid, or a narrower Cmin fluid passage. C^, is one of the more important parameters in the
transient performance of heat exchangers. The effects of td*, R*, C*, and NTU are dependent on
the value of C^,.
As C increases, the time required to achieve the new steady state temperature
effectiveness values increases for the Cmin fluid, all other parameters held constant. An
increasing C value appears to have no significant effect on the time for the Cmax fluid. The C
range for the tables generated are from 0.2 to 1.0 which indicates the lower capacity rate fluid
heat capacity rate is increasing to approach the higher capacity rate fluid heat capacity. Equation
7.3 shows the parameters associated with C .
c.
= C^ = (pL _ (pAVcpL = (p(hgt)wdthVcp )_
Cmax (mcj (pAVcJ (p(hgt)wdthVcp)
max
Increasing the mass flowrate of the Cmin fluid will increase C , which increases the time to reach
steady state temperature. Increasing the height of the fluid passage, or the velocity of the Cmin
fluid are two ways to achieve a larger C*. An increased passage height increases the amount of
fluid to be heated or cooled. An increased velocity, reduces the dwell time, which will increase
the heat up or cool down time of the Cmin fluid. The Cmax fluid is not significantly changed over
the range of
C*
values due to it not being the stepped fluid, and having either a higher specific
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heat, fluid velocity, fluid passage height, or density relative to the stepped fluid. Those
parameters translate into a highermass flowrate or specific heat up until
C*
= 1.
An increasing R leads to an increasing temperature effectiveness value for a given t\ all
other parameters held constant. This indicates the steady state condition is being achieved faster
as R increases. Equation 7.4 shows the parameters for R*.
. (hA) (hLwdth)
(hA) . (hLwdth) . (74)v ' min v 'mm
An increase in h for the higher capacity rate fluid leads to an increase in R*, which indicates the
heat transfer or convective heat transfer coefficient of the Cmax fluid is higher requiring less time
to achieve the new steady state temperature effectiveness values for both fluids.
The parameter td affected the temperature effectiveness values for Cw equal to 1 .0 and
10.0. It had negligible effect for Cw equal to 1000. For a thick wall, it reaches a point where the
dwell time of the fluid has minimal effect on the temperature effectiveness values. Equation 7.5
*
shows the parameters associated with t<j .







The lower capacity rate fluid approaches the new steady state temperature effectiveness
value faster than the higher capacity rate fluid with all other parameters held constant. The
temperature effectiveness values exhibit an expected exponential relationwith time.
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The performance tables generated and published in the results section are very useful for
determining transient outlet temperatures for each fluid over time for parallel and cross-flow heat
exchangers. The dimensionless parameters cover the wide range of specific governing
parameters for parallel-flow heat exchangers listed in Table 6.1. The sample tables generated
for cross-flow are also very useful, yet limited in range.
This technique can be easily modified for other geometries, radiation, and wall thermal
capacitance. Future considerations would be to calculate the temperature effectiveness values
for a step input to the Cmax fluid, determine a scheme and generate tables for modeling cross-
flow heat exchangers with both or one fluid mixed, and complete the cross-flow effectiveness




This thesis presents a new technique for solving the transient outlet temperature response
for parallel-flow and cross-flow heat exchangers utilizing Thermonet - a thermal network solver.
It also presents a new range of parameters investigated. Thermonet solutions are verified to
within a maximum percent mean difference of 4 % of analytical solutions for parallel-flow, and
8 % of analytical solutions for cross-flow heat exchangers.
Parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers are modeled utilizing two fluids separated by a
wall. The fluids and wall regions are represented by nodes. Resistors separate the fluid and wall
nodes and represent convective and fluid flow resistances. Node linking and orientation
determine the heat exchanger configuration to be either parallel or cross-flow. The cross-flow
model is for a single-pass, both fluids unmixed cross-flow heat exchanger. Outlet temperatures
calculated for cross-flow are mean outlet temperatures.
For accuracy and minimized computer run time, the parallel-flow heat exchanger was
divided into 10 segments for NTU < 2, and 20 segments for 2 <NTU < 10. The cross-flow heat
exchanger was divided into 6x6 segments forNTU < 1.0, and 10x10 segments for 1 <NTU <
2. A timestep ofhalf the dwell time of the highest velocity fluid was sufficient for all cases.
Transient outlet temperature effectiveness fa and s2 ) values were generated for a step
change to the Cmin fluid for a parallel-flow direct-transfer type heat exchanger. These values
were generated for a new, wider range of dimensionless parameters which include NTU, C , R ,
C*
, tj*, and t*. Transient mean outlet temperature effectiveness (8! and s2 ) values were
generated for a step change to the Cmin fluid for a single pass, both fluids unmixed cross-flow
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direct-transfer type heat exchanger. New tables were generated for NTU = 1.0 and the
following range ofdimensionless parameters which include C , R , C^,, tj , and t .
The transient performance tables generated in this thesis are very useful for determining
transient outlet temperatures for each fluid for parallel and cross-flow heat exchangers.
Application of the new tables generated requires calculation of dimensionless parameters listed
in the tables specific for one's application. The transient outlet temperature is calculated from
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Practical Application ofTransient Temperature Effectiveness Tables:
Design Parameters Required for Applying tables to determine transient outlet temperature








Height of passage for Cmin fluid
Height of passage for Cmax fluid















Specific heat at constant pressure
Convective heat transfer coefficient
Tin,min(0) Inlet temperature before step change
Tin.mint00) Inlet temperature after step change
Cmax Fluid:
Vmax Volumetric flow rate
Pmax Density
Cp>max Specific heat at constant pressure
hmax Convective heat transfer coefficient
Tm,max(0) Inlet temperature before step change
Tm,max(00) Inlet temperature after step change
How to use Tables:
+ = * *
4.
Determine dimensionless parameters NTU, C , R , Cw , tj , and t from design
information listed above.
Find effectiveness values versus t from transient tables for dimensionless
parameters calculated in step 1 .
Calculate steady-state outlet temperatures for both fluids before and after the
step input using the effectiveness-NTU method (Incropera et al. 1985), knowing
NTU and C*.
For a specific time, calculate t to find the appropriate effectiveness values for
each fluid.
5. Calculate transient outlet temperature response by rearranging effectiveness
equations (Fluid 1 => Cmin fluid, Fluid 2 => Cmax fluid):
/,> =
Toyt) = <[touia{co)- rouM(o)]+ rouU(o)
.= T2{t)-T2{0)
'* T2(*o)-T2{0)
Toul,2 (0 = [Touia (oo) - 7^ (<>)]+7^ (0)
pie Problem - Use ofTables:
GIVEN: Parallel-Flow Single Pass Heat Exchanger
(Cooling Coil) with conditions shown in Figure 1
Figure 1: Direct Transfer Parallel-flowHeat Exchanger
Air - Stepped Fluid
Tair(0) = 70C
T_i,.(0+) = 140C
Flowrate = 48.9 m3/min
h = 3135 W/m2C
Heat Exchanger (Cooling Coil)
Tair,outlet (t)
Water - Unstepped Fluid
Tmo(0) = 20C
Th2o (+) = 20 C













Width = 0.6 meters
Height ofair passage = 2.000 meters
Height ofwater passage = 0.012 meters
Separating wall thickness = 0.01 meters
FIND: Outlet Temperature ofAir andWater at time = 9.41 seconds, and time
= 47.04 seconds
after step input change.
V.QTTATTONS: Refer to Solutions.
ASSUMPTIONS:
1 . Constant fluid properties
2. Negligible radiation effects
3. Negligible heat loss to surroundings
4. No thermal energy sources within coil
5. Wall thermal resistance is negligible
SOLUTION:
Design Parameters Required forApplying tables to determine transient outlet temperature
response to step input change of
Cmin fluid:'
Heat Exchanger Dimensions:
L Length = 1 .6 meters
wdth Width =0.6 meters
hgtmin Height of passage for Cmin fluid = 2.000 m
hgtmax Height of passage for Cmax fluid = 0 . 0 12 m
thkwan Thickness of exchanger wall separating both fluids = 0.01 meters
Material Information:
Separating Wall Aluminum:
pwail Density ofmaterial = 2702 kg/m
cp wan Specific heat at constant pressure
= 903 J/kgC
k^i Thermal conductivity = 240 W/mC
Cmin Fluid - Air:
V Volumetric flowrate = 48.9 m /min
min 3
pmin Density =1.225 kg/m
c min Specific heat at constant pressure
= 1003 J/kgC
h Convective heat transfer coefficient = 3135 W/m C"min 0
Tin min(0) Inlet temperature before step change
= 70 C
Tinmin() Inlet temperature after step change
= 140C
C Fluid - Water:'max
3,




c Specific heat at constant pressure
= 4180 J/kg Cv'p,m3x r 2 o
h Convective heat transfer coefficient =1568 W/m C
Tin,max(0) Inlet temperature before step change = 20 C
Tin,max() Inlet temperature after step change = 20C
1 . Determine dimensionless parameters NTU, C*, R*,










2. Find effectiveness values versus t from transient tables for dimensionless parameters calculated
in step 1 .
3. Calculate steady-state outlet temperatures for both fluids before and after the step input using the






Cmin : T,utnim \t) T^ min ^t) 8 [lmjmjn \t) Mn.maxwJ
Cmax : Toutmax(tJ = lm ) + 8 C L lin,minW _ lin,max\t/J
Before Step Input:
Cmin: Tout= 40.88 C
Cmax: Tout= 25.82 C
After Step Input:
Cmin: Tout = 70.12 L
^max: lout ii.97 C
4. For a specific time, calculate t to find the appropriate effectiveness values for each fluid.
AT t = 9.41 seconds => t = 4 => efji =0.438
= 0.363
AT t = 47.04 seconds => = 20 => = 0.987
= 0.984
5. Calculate transient outlet temperature response by rearranging effectiveness equations:
C
f/= ^((^((o) =>W0 = E ^W) ~ Wo)] +V(o)
cv-rnax
fyw(t)r wn\ =wo - b 2*[T0Ut
- uo)] +w(o)
T2(oo)-T2(0J
AT t = 9.41 seconds:
Air: Tout(9.41) = 53.68 C
Water: Tout (9.41) = 28.78C
AT t = 47.04 seconds:
Air: Tout(47.04) = 69.74C
Water: Tout (47.04) = 33.84C
Appendix B
Sample Spreadsheets for Parallel-flow and Cross-Flow Temperature Effectiveness
Calculations:
Parallel-Flow:
1. 10 segment model
2. 20 segment model
Cross-Flow:
1. 3x3 segment model
2. 6x6 segment model
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PARALLEL-FLOW 10 SEGMENT MODEL
Interpolation Formulas:
| II i
NOTE: Fluid a is Fluid 1 (Stepped Fluid), Fluid b is Fluid 2 (Unstepped Fluid)
Values for Table:
t* Eff (Fluid a) Eff(Fluid b)
0 0.000372447 4.000620867
Interpolation formulas are highlighted => 4 S)it*i_3
my*vmnmuw*i*i. --*:t--_i-riT^>fciwrit
Time !
(Seconds) Node # j Fluid a Node# Fluid b Values for Table:
| Temperature Temperature Eff (Fluid a) Eff(Fluid b)
j (Degrees F) (Degrees F) t*
0 40.941025 2 25.811777 0 0.001981536 -0.001423396
1 41.544785 2 25.82724 0.368633696 0.022632555 0.000473269
2 i 42.799114 2 25.886314 0.737267392 0.06553565 0.007719181
3 44.333191 2 26.014299 1.105901088 0.118007252 0.023417596
4 i 45.842503 2 26.2223 1.474534784 0.16963179 0.048930632
5 I 47.218601 2 26.505699 1.84316848 0.216699875 0.083691853
! 2 mmssssm . f.-.i.SM^f. 1
6 I 48.469246 2 26.849098 2.211802176 0.259476962 0.125812569
7 j 49.632587 2 27.232771 2.580435872 0.299267902 0.172873223
8 50.739151 2 27.637672 2.949069569 0.337116839 0.222537665
9 51.805298 2 28.048134 3.317703265 0.373583353 0.27288421
10 52.837357 2 28.452673 3.686336961 0.408883921 0.322504251
41 S0.3633S2Q24I
11 53.836483 2 28.843674 4.054970657 0.443058047 0.370463744
12 54.80183 2 29.216602 4.423604353 0.476076796 0.416206435
13 55.731915 2 29.56913 4.792238049 0.507889442 0.459446898
14 56.625305 2 29.900356 5.160871745 0.538446972 0.500074495
15 j 57.480942 2 30.210253 5.529505441 0.567713198 0.538085914
16 58.298328 2 30.49935 5.898139137 0.595671085 0.573546042
17 59.077122 2 30.768473 6.266772833 0.622308971 0.606556195
18 59.817406 2 31.018593 6.635406529 0.64762966 0.637235473
19 60.519733 2 31.250782 7.004040225 0.671652067 0.665715367
20 61.184723 2 31.466148 7.372673921 0.694397399 -0.69213178
21 61.812988 2 31.665731 7.741307617 0.715886588 0.716612279
8 gt0g30108353W3325i65Z-j
22 62.405487 2 31.8505 8.109941314 0.736152436 0.739275719
23 62.963287 2 32.021366 8.47857501 0.755231439 0.760233841
24 63.487617 2 32.179218 8.847208706 0.773165633 0.779595689
25 63.979774 2 32.324924 9.215842402 0.789999381 0.79746773
26 64.441116 2 32.459343 9.584476098 0.805779132 0.813955328
27 64.872986 2 32.583294 9.953109794 0.820550823 0.829158939
ic wtwafwmS5.83P9IS*82j
28 65.276703 2 32.697544 10.32174349 0.834359567
0.843172642
29 65.653679 2 32.802799 10.69037719
0.847253662 0.856063035
30 66.005424 2 32.899757 11.05901088 0.859284755
0.867975732
31 66.33316 2 32.989037 11.42764458 0.870494644 0.87892666




PARALLEL-FLOW 10 SEGMENT MODEL
33 66.9216 2 33.146622 12.16491197 0.890621658 0.898255758
34 67.185005 2 33.215919 12.53354567 0.899631168 0.906755606
35 67.429459 2 33.279552 12.90217936 0.907992478 0.914560717
36 67.656006 2 33.337944 13.27081306 0.915741296 0.921722977
37 67.865814 2 33.39146 13.63944675 0.922917573 0.928287155
14 6:929412318 Iwom/mmm
38 68.059952 2 33.440456 14.00808045 0.929557873 0.934296918
39 68.239479 2 33.485283 14.37671415 0.935698419 0.939795319
40 68.405502 2 33.526314 14.74534784 0.941377073 0.944828109
41 68.55896 2 33.563942 15.11398154 0.946625953 0.949443493
42 68.700645 2 33.598492 15.48261523 0.95147215 0.953681335
43 68.831177 2 33.630173 15.85124893 0.955936869 0.957567271
16 H_______________fl_____l
44 68.951515 2 33.659176 16.21988263 0.960052913 0.961124728
45 69.062378 2 33.685699 16.58851632 0.963844873 0.964377992
46 69.164337 2 33.709908 16.95715002 0.967332281 0.967347425
47 69.258041 2 33.731937 17.32578372 0.970537334 0.970049464
48 69.344131 2 33.751945 17.69441741 0.973481958 0.97250361
18M97mM6<&'m&a7Ms&m
49 69.423172 2 33.770107 18.06305111 0.976185478 0.974731329
50 69.495903 2 33.786644 18.4316848 0.978673171 0.976759728
51 69.562737 2 33.801777 18.8003185 0.980959162 0.978615915
52 69624008 2 33.815639 19.1689522 0.983054877 0.980316203
53 69.680038 2 33.828293 19.53758589 0.984971328 0.981868321
54 69.7313 2 33.839764 19.90621959 0.986724695 0.983275333
20 VS^MiMMS,?ed.98359EHfc59l
55 69.778244 2 33.850132 20.27485328 0.988330368 0.984547054
56 69.821182 2 33.859497 20.64348698 0.989799021 0.985695748
57 69.860626 2 33.868023 21.01212068 0.991148164 0.986741532
58 69.896782 2 33.875847 21.38075437 0.992384845 0.98770121
59 69.929771 2 33.883045 21.74938807 0.993513201 0.988584104
22 ______!___rtiiisimses
60 69.959793 2 33.88961 22.11802176 0.994540074 0.989389356
61 69.987221 2 33.89555 22.48665546 0.995478222 0.990117946
62 70.012344 2 33.900928 22.85528916 0.99633753 0.990777602
63 70.035347 2 33.90583 23.22392285 0.997124325 0.991378872
64 70.056381 2 33.910332 23.59255655 0.997843772 0.99193108-
65 70.075516 2 33.914444 23.96119024 0.998498266 0.99243545
24lP9jISi_pJ(l3]E992&352_]
0.99289210766 70.092941 2 33.918167 24.32982394 0.999094271
67 70.108803 2 33.921524 24.69845764 0.999636815 0.993303871
68 70.123253 2 33.924549 25.06709133 1.000131063 0.993674912
69 70.13649 2 33.927311 25.43572503 1.000583822 0.994013694
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O N O I
i CO CO CO I
DATA GENERATION
PARALLEL-FLOW 20 SEGMENT MODEL
Interpolation Formulas:
1
note: Fluid a is Fluid 1 (Stepped Fluid), Fluid b Is Fluid 2 (Unstepped Fluid)
Values for Table:
t* Eff (Fluid a) Eff(FlukJ b)
0 0.000372447 -0.000620867




(Seconds) Node # Fluid a Node# Fluid b Values for Table:
Temperature Temperature Eff (Fluid a) 1 Eff(Fluid b)
(Degrees F) (Degrees F) t* !
0 1 29.506937 2 28.098576 0 0.002656954 ! -0.000624171
1 1 29.514772 2 28.111872 0.368633696 0.003247812 i 0.000547497
2 1 29.549143 2 28.176859 0.737267392 0.005839818 j 0.006274272
3 1 29.63599 2 28.347429 1.105901088 0.012389174 ! 0.021305217
1.2 ms^msmmfe&Bs
4 1 29.801975 2 28.667921 1.474534784 0.024906532 0.049547566
5 1 30.0681 2 29.153019 1.84316848 0.044975705 0.092295302
6 1 30.44117 2 29.788076 2.211802176 0.073109877 0.148257703
2.4 ra9ffliZ0Q717*J0j8i566643a
0.2135018037 1 30.924046 2 30.528461 2.580435872 0.109524804
8 1 31.503452 2 31.331205 2.949069569 0.153219306 0.284241094
9 1 32.16222 2 32.14896 3.317703265 0.202898702 0.356303182
3.6mwwMftssmi
10 1 32.878639 2 32.948975 3.686336961 0.256925709 0.426801988
11 1 33.630074 2 33.709511 4.054970657 0.313593363 0.493821831
12 1 34.397282 2 34.413815 4.423604353 0.371450499 0.555886406
13 1 35.16116 2 35.058571 4.792238049 0.429056512 0.612703501
4.8 wmszwes-mWKB137B58B
14 1 35.90625 2 35.641865 5.160871745 0.485245673 0.664104451
15 1 36.622135 2 36.162083 5.529505441 0.539232409 0.709947026
16 1 37.299385 2 36.623974 5.898139137 0.59030558 0.750649718
6,1
17 1 37.932819 2 37.030201 6.266772833 0.638074474 0.786447195
18 1 38.517735 2 37.386776 6.635406529 0.6821845 0.817869246
19 1 39.053841 2 37.696373 7.004040225 0.722613638 0.845151508
7.2 IP20Z2Z33M05ZaSS6St
20 1 39.539249 2 37.965744 7.372673921 0.759219509 0.86888898
21 1 39.975727 2 38.197784 7.741307617 0.792135442 0.889336775
22 1 40.36544 2 38.396946 8.109941314 0.821524705 0.9068873
8.4 wmmaMimjmssssm
23: 1 40.711071 2 38.567245 8.47857501 0.847589632 0.921894364
24 1 41.015709 2 38.712315 8.847208706 0.87056317 0.934678202
25 1 41.282646 2 38.835426 9.215842402 0.890693578 0.945526971
26 1 41.515289 2 38.939541 9.584476098 0.908237788 0.954701778
9.6g SDSS5_2X458l
27 1 41.717007 2 39.027302 9.953109794 0.923449863 0.96243544
28; 1 41.89109 2 39.101063 10.32174349 0.936577912 0.968935397
29 1 42.040649 2 39.162872 10.69037719 0.947856542 0.97438212
10.8 ^S25823lB&iPisssasj
DATA GENERATION
PARALLEL-FLOW 20 SEGMENT MODEL
30 42.168594 2 39.2145 11.05901088 0.957505205 0.978931676
31 42.277607 2 39.257484 11.42764458 0.965726157 0.982719505
32 42.370136 2 39.293179 11.79627827 0.972704007 0.985865015
0.988470161
12
33 42.448383 2 39.322742 12.16491197 0.978604816
34 42.514328 2 39.347168 12.53354567 0.983577898 0.990622626
35 42.569717 2 39.367287 12.90217936 0.987754926 0.992395549
13.2,^SMi_l
36 42.616089 2 39.383797 13.27081306 0.991251958 0.993850441
37 42.654789 2 39.397312 13.63944675 0.994170425 0.995041408
38 42.686996 2 39.408371 14.00808045 0.996599238 0.996015948
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Cross-Flow Formula (Single pass/Both fluids unmixed):
e = l-EXP (-y)NTU022[EXP(-C'NTU0JS)-l]
innf
Parallel-Flow Formulas and
Cross-Flow Formulas (Single pass/Both fluids unmixed):
A>a,,min V' 7 -'/n.minW e|//n,rninV / An.maxwJ
^..maxW = ^.max (0 ~ ^'[TinMn (t) - T^ (t)}
Appendix D
Dimensionless Parameter Equations Expanded to Practical Terms:
NTU: NTU =
UA UA
Cmin (ihC ) (CJ , thkw { 1(ri0^)min (kA) (r\M),
C,:
C'
= y = (Mcp\. = ?7L(wdth)thkwallc
Cmin (pcpAL) . (pcphgt(wdth)L)
Pwall
r (mcj (pAVcJ (p(hgt)wdthVcJ
mm v min
Cmax (riicp) (pAVcp) (p(hgt)wdthVcp)
R
(riJl4) (r\nhLwdth)






















**NOTE: min refers to Cmin fluid, and max refers to Cmax fluid
Appendix E
PROCEDURE FOR PARALLEL AND CROSS-FLOW DATA
GENERATION
** NOTE: Record different macros for 10 and 20 segment models
A. Open Excel spreadsheet
B. Change spreadsheet input values to match desired table values
(NTU, C , R\ Cw*)
C. Macro (Shortcut Key CTRL, a)
[Transfers resistor values from spreadsheet to Thermonet model]
1 . Highlight, copy, point to 1 cell, paste special, values, OK
2. Delete the rest of the spreadsheet leaving only the resistor portion
3. File, save as, text(tab delimited), steadyst.rdt file, OK, yes, OK
4. Close spreadsheet, yes, OK, yes, OK [Close all open Excel files]
D. File manager, copy steadyst.rdt to trans.rdt [Same files]
E. Open Thermonet file steadyst.prj and run
1. Model, get model, steadyst.prj, OK,OK
2. Data, steady state, input node, node # (existing), recall, enter,
exit (Make sure node # 101 is
at
70
F, and #201 isat20F)
3. Model, save model input, OK
4. Solver, steady state, OK
F. Open Excel spreadsheet
G. Open steadyst.nop file from Excel
1 . File, open, steadyst.nop, OK, delimited, next, space, finish
H. Highlight and copy steady state temperature profile (Column 2)
I. Switch to spreadsheet model
J. Paste special, values, into initial steady state temperature column
K. Save spreadsheet
L. Macro (Shortcut Key CTRL, b)
[Transfers node values from spreadsheet to Thermonet model]
3. Highlight, copy, point to cell, paste special, values the spreadsheet
node table values
4. Delete rest of spreadsheet
5. File, save as, text (Tab delimited), trans.ndt file, OK, yes, OK
6. Close spreadsheet, yes, OK, yes, OK [Close all open excel files]
M. Open Thermonet file trans.prj and run
[Make sure materials agree with spreadsheet materials. Make sure
time class for l=>no
temperature or heat input, 2=> 140F, 3= 20F and all have same
total time]
1 . Model, get model, trans.prj, OK,OK
2. Solver, transient, yes, time step #, yes, OK
N. Open Excel spreadsheet (Sheet 2)
O. Open trans.his file from Excel
1 . File, open, trans.his, OK, delimited, next, space, finish
P. Highlight and copy transient temperature profile and nodes (Five columns)
Q. Switch to spreadsheet model
R. Paste special, values, into transient temperature columns (Sheet 2)
S. Macro (Shortcut Key CTRL, c)
[E calculation]
2. Copy, and paste 1 st row, last 3 columns all the way down to match
transient data
3. Determine delta t to evenly fill in 12 blanks in chart and get E
range of 0 => .999
4. Write all 12 t values below the t column
5. Highlight table
6. Data, sort, ascending, column F, no header row, OK, copy, paste
interpolation equations to
fill blanks for E values
7. Save file
T. Copy all files (Transient and Excel spreadsheet) to floppy disk, and print
spreadsheets and Thermonet .HIS files
